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Content of the box

new spaCe

It is in the shoes of a spacecraft Mission Director, that you will 
develop your own rocket. Do what it takes to win this new age 
of space entrepreneurship, the «new space». several tasks will 
await you, recruit engineers, design technologies, and build your 
rocket hoping to launch this mass of several tons more than 100km 
from the ground, beyond the earth’s atmosphere.

the conquest of the skies will require time, a wise management of 
your engineers and funds invested in this project. You will also 
have to keep an eye on your competitors, who will do anything to 
achieve this feat before you do.
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gaMe overvIew

as Mission Director, you must complete the space program assigned to you. recruit 
your engineers, design Technologies, and build the rocket to win successful contracts. 
Become a legend by being the first to achieve the goal that will make you a visionary 
gone down in history.

coMPosiTion oF a Mission DirecTor carD

coMPosiTion oF an enGineer carD

1. Mission Director’s authority     
2. Mission Director’s name
3. Director’s nation
4. Credit gain per turn
   (quarter)
5. Credit gain per successful
   launch
6. Director’s Unique Docking 
sequence

actions (1 action per round)
7. Cost in credits to
   recruit 1 engineer
8. Credit gain by sale of
   technology
9. Director’s unique specialty,
   available once per game
10. Specific intervention 
    of the nation

1. engineer’s name
2. engineer’s authority
3. engineer’s unique specialty
4. gain when recruited
  (only from mission 4)
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limit of 5 engineers in hand. It is 
possible to discard engineer cards from 
one’s hand only when recruiting new 
engineers during the administration phase.
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coMPosiTion oF an invesTor carD

coMPosiTion oF a TecHnoLoGy carD

coMPosiTion oF a PLayer BoarD

coMPosiTion oF THe LauncH PaD BoarD

1. Investor’s name
2. brand values
3. gain in credits for the success 
of the objective
4. objective condition for success

1. type of technology
2. technology’s name
3. Construction cost
4. thrust delivered
5. Mass
6. Construction feature
7. gain on acquisition

first stage technology

Upper stage technology

payload technology

r&D technology

1. location of the Mission Director
2. reserve of technology Cards
   (limit of 9 Technologies)
3. Docking tokens 
   (limit of 3 per color type)
4. engineers’ actions during planning phase

1. first stage technologies  
   built(3 cards limit)
2. Upper stage technologies  
   built(3 cards limit)
3. payload stage technologies  
   built(3 cards limit)
4. r&D technologies  
   built(3 cards limit)

When a player fulfills an Investor’s objective, he takes the 
Investor card and places it next to his player board. a new card 
is revealed so that there are always 2 Investor cards available. 

The objective of an Investor can only be fulfilled once.
 
only the player who has the Investor card can complete the 2 
objectives of the card, he can achieve them in the order of his 
choice. When the 2 objectives are fulfilled, the Investor card is 
permanently discarded from the game.
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gaMe set-Up

Players PlaceMent
sit around the playing area and place a player board and a Launch pad Board in front of 
each player.

PlaceMent of technology cards
Place the Technology cards of the 4 types on the table: First stage (a.), upper stage (b.), 
Payload (c.) and r&D (d.). shuffle each type of Technology and form 4 face down piles.

PlaceMent of engineers and investors cards
shuffle the engineer cards, and form 1 face down pile (e.). Do the same with the investor 
cards (f.).
reveal 2 cards from the top of the investor pile and place them to the side of the playing 
area.

MuLTiPLayer MoDe
FroM 2 To 5 PLayers

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
g.

f.

startIng a gaMe

Mission selection
The players agree on the Mission to complete, it cannot be changed during the game.
see the Missions chapter for the duration and difficulty of each Mission.

Mission directors’ selection
each player draws 2 Director cards, and keeps the Mission Director of his choice by 
placing it on his player board. unchosen Directors are discarded face down.
note: For 5-player games, draw only one Mission Director card per player.

recruitMent of the  engineers teaM
The players take turns drawing 3 engineer cards, respecting the decreasing order of 
authority of the Directors. The player can decide to keep the engineers of his choice by 
paying     40,000 to the Bank for each engineer selected. engineers not recruited are 
discarded face down under the engineers deck.

rivers of technology
reveal the first 3 cards of the First stage, upper stage and Payload Technologies.

PlaceMent and distribution of credit cards
each player receives     140,000 at the start of the game. Form piles with the 4 
remaining types of credit cards (g.).
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gaMe overvIew

The game is played turn by turn, each round corresponds to a quarter in the chronology 
of the game. each turn consists of 3 phases that the players will perform simultaneously. 
Here are the 3 phases to follow:
 a. Planning phase: assignment of an action to engineers
 B. launch phase: launch your rocket (if built)
 c. administration phase: collection of credits and strategic choice 
     of the Director

a. Planning Phase
all players will place each of their engineers face down on one of the 4 actions available 
on the player board.
	 •	specialty: activate the specialty of the engineer
	 •	construction: build a Technology in reserve by paying the construction price
	 •	r&d: draw an r&D card
	 •	design: draw a Technology card from the river of your choice

note: you can place as many Engineers as you want on the actions. It is 

not mandatory to assign an action to all of your Engineers, in which case 

the Engineer card left in your hand has no effect.

after all players have placed their engineer cards, the planning phase is resolved.

sPecialties resolution
all engineer cards placed on the specialty action are revealed. The specialties of 
each engineers are carried out respecting the decreasing authority of engineers 
(from the highest authority to the lowest).

The specialty of an engineer can be immediate or valid throughout the round 
(information indicated on the card). For more details refer to the specialties section.
 
example: Suzanne placed 2 Engineers on the Specialty 

action, and Pedro none. Suzanne reveals her 2 Engineers 

cards Carlotta pelterie (6.8) and sebastian von braun 

(8.4). She begins by activating the specialty of 

sebastian von braun who has a greater authority, and 

immediately draws 1 R&D card. Then activate Carlotta 

pelterie’s specialty by removing a competitor’s Engineer 

from the Design action.

note: Technologies acquired using a specialty can be built in the same 

round.

if no engineer is on the specialty action, go directly to the construction resolution.

constructions resolution
engineers placed on the construction action are revealed. The player can build as 
many Technologies as engineers present in construction. The player must build a 
Technology in reserve by paying the cost in credits indicated on the Technology card 
to the bank. He then places the Technology card in the corresponding slot on his 
Launch pad board.

if a player cannot fund a Technology card, the engineer’s action is lost. all players 
build simultaneously, engineers’ authority is not used for construction.

example: Suzanne has 1 Engineer on the Construction action. Pedro has 

2 Engineers on Construction. All players build at the same time.

Suzanne has   100,000 and 1 Technology in reserve, she pays   40,000 to 

the bank to build the “Small Space Shuttle” Technology from her reserve 

and place it on her Launch pad board.

Pedro has   80,000 and 2 Technologies in reserve, he pays   80,000 to 

the bank to build his «Nuclear Pulse Propulsion» Technology, not having 

enough Credit left, he cannot build his second Technology «Solar Sail» 

of   40,000, the action of his second Engineer is lost.

note: a built Technology cannot be removed from a rocket.

if no engineer is on the construction action, skip ahead to the r&D resolution.
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r&d resolution
reveal the engineers placed on the r&D action. The player’s engineer with the highest 
authority draws first, he draws as many r&D cards as he has engineers placed on the 
r&D action.
Then switch to the next player with the engineer with the highest authority from the 
remaining players. continue this way until all players who have placed engineers on 
the r&D action have drawn.

once the r&D cards are drawn, the players choose a single card to keep in their 
reserve.
The other r&D cards are discarded face down on the bottom of the r&D Technology 
pile.

example: Suzanne has 3 Engineers on R&D: Mark faget (4.4), patricia 

Jackson (3.6) and kosuke omi (2.0). Pedro has 2 Engineers on R&D: 

Carlotta pelterie (7.2) and Chandresh gokhale (0.8). It’s up to Pedro 

to start because Carlotta pelterie is the Engineer with the higher 

authority, he draws 2 R&D cards, then it is Suzanne’s turn who draws 

3 R&D cards. Both players keep a single card which they add to their 

reserve face up. The other cards are discarded.

note: the acquisition of R&D Technology cards does not require credit.

if no engineer is on the r&D action, go directly to the Design resolution.

design resolution
reveal the engineers placed on the Design action, add up the authority of the 
engineers cards to determine which player will start Design.
in descending order of cumulative authority, players choose one Technology card 
from the river of their choice (First stage, upper stage or Payload).
it is then placed in reserve on your player board, you can only select one per round.

note: the acquisition of Design Technology cards does not require 

credit.

When a card is chosen by a player, a new Technology card from the corresponding 
stack is immediately turned over and placed in the river.

example: Suzanne has 2 Engineers on the Design action: Maxim Chelomei 

(8.0) and patricia Jackson (3.6). Pedro has 1 Engineer on Design: Diane 

Dyson (9.2). It’s up to Suzanne to start, as her Engineers have the 

highest cumulative authority (8.0 + 3.6 = 11.6).

She selects the “Ion Thruster” Technology available in the Upper Stage 

river and add it to her reserve.

A new Upper Stage card is drawn to complete the river, the “Nuclear 

Thermal Rocket” card.

It’s Pedro’s turn, he chooses the “Thermal Nuclear Propulsion” card 

just drawn. A new Upper Stage card is drawn to complete the river.

note: the acquisition of Technology cards during Design does not 

require credit.

note: When an Engineer’s action is resolved, the card returns to the 

player’s hand.

once all actions have been resolved, players move on to the Launch phase.
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b. launch Phase

During the Launch phase, players with a sufficiently robust rocket can launch. From 
Mission 4, it is also possible to use Docking tokens. a player can only perform one of the 
sequences per round during the Launch phase.

take-off sequence
a player who has built a rocket on his Launch Pad board with at least 1 Technology of the 
following types: first stage, upper stage and Payload, can decide to launch his rocket.

To determine whether a built rocket performs well enough to launch, you have to 
calculate its performance.
For this add the thrust of each technology built, as well as the mass of each technology 
built.
refer to the table on the right (or on the help card) for the performance. if the thrust or 
mass of a rocket is not shown on the table, the rocket cannot be launched.

once the performance is known, refer to the second table to know the minimum number 
to make with the 12-sided dice for a successful launch.

example: Pedro has a complete rocket and wants to make a Moon Launch.

He starts by adding the thrust, then the mass of each Technology built 

from his rocket:

	 •	First	Stage:	2x	Liquid	Hydrogen	Rocket	Engine	5/4

 •	Upper	Stage:	Ion	Thruster	2/1

	 •	Payload:	Big	Space	Shuttle	8/5

	 •	R&D:	Booster	x4	4/2

thrust : 24   M a s s  :  1 6   

performance : 1.8

To get to the Moon, Pedro will have to 

roll a dice and score equal to 6 or 

greater.

once the formula has been applied for each 
rocket to be launched, the player with the 
Director with the greatest authority rolls the dice 
first. if the dice roll is equal or greater to the number indicated by the formula, the launch 
is successful and all of the rocket Technologies are returned to reserve.
otherwise, the launch is interrupted and the rocket remains intact. it is possible to build 
new Technologies on a rocket whose launch has been interrupted.

if neither player is able or willing to launch a rocket, the players move on to the 
administration phase.

PerForMance TaBLe

LauncH ProBaBiLiTy TaBLe

9-12

7-8 9-12 13-16 17-20 21-24 25-28

1.5 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5

2.0 1.6 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.6

2.5 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 0.8

3.0 2.4 1.8 1.4 1.1 1.0

3.5 2.8 2.2 1.6 1.3 1.1

4.0 3.2 2.5 1.9 1.5 1.3

4.5 3.6 2.8 2.1 1.7 1.4

13-16

17-20

21-24

25-28

29-32

33-36

Thrust

Fig.1 - Rocket performance

Mass

1-1.1

LEO GEO Moon Lagrangian
Point Asteroid Mars

7
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4 5 5 5 5 5

3 4 4 4 4 4

1.2-1.3

1.4-1.6

1.7-1.9

2.0-2.4

2.5-2.9

3.0-3.9

Performance

Fig.2 - Launch probabilities

Distance

9-12

7-8 9-12 13-16 17-20 21-24 25-28

1.5 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5

2.0 1.6 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.6

2.5 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 0.8

3.0 2.4 1.8 1.4 1.1 1.0

3.5 2.8 2.2 1.6 1.3 1.1

4.0 3.2 2.5 1.9 1.5 1.3

4.5 3.6 2.8 2.1 1.7 1.4

13-16
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21-24

25-28

29-32

33-36

Thrust

Fig.1 - Rocket performance

Mass

1-1.1

LEO GEO Moon Lagrangian
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1.2-1.3

1.4-1.6

1.7-1.9
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2.5-2.9

3.0-3.9

Performance

Fig.2 - Launch probabilities

Distance

On the ordinate the cumulative thrust, on the abscissa the cumulative 

mass.

Performance on the ordinate, the targeted destination on the abscissa.

note:	if	the	number	of	cards	in	reserve	exceeds	the	limit	of	9	after	a	

successful launch, the player must discard Technology cards face down, 

below the corresponding Technology pile, without recovering Credits.
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docking sequence
from mission 4, players can collect the Docking tokens indicated on the engineers and 
Technology cards and use them during the Launch phase. The type of token to collect is 
indicated on the card. if the card does not have a symbol, no token is collected.

•	engineer card: collect the Docking token indicated at the top right of the card when 
the engineer is recruited during the administration phase only. an engineer who 
changes hands does not produce a Docking token.
•	technology card: collect the Docking token indicated at the bottom right of the 
card during its first acquisition only. With a specialty you can collect Docking tokens 
on its first acquisition. Technology that changes hands does not produce a Docking 
token.

add the collected Mooring tokens to the player board. The limit of Mooring tokens on 
the player board is 5, it is not possible to discard a Mooring token during the game. if the 
limit is reached the player does not collect any additional token.

use of docking tokens
With the combination of Docking tokens you can to perform 2 distinct actions. each 
player can only perform one action from the Docking sequence:

•	Build	a	Technology	from	your	reserve
•	Dock	to	a	celestial	object

build a technology
The player can use 2 tokens of different types to build a Technology of less than
     40,000 from his reserve, immediately and for free.
The player can use 3 tokens of different types to build Technology from more than 
     60,000 from his reserve immediately and for free.

dock to a celestial object
The	player	can	use	his	tokens	to	dock	his	rocket	to	a	Celestial	object,	the	combination	
is specific to each destination and Mission Director. The combination is shown on 
the Director’s card. Docking necessarily occurs after the rocket has lifted off on a 
previous lap. a rocket may remain for several rounds awaiting Docking.

During the sequence, it is possible to exchange 2 Docking tokens of the same type, for 
one Docking token of the type of your choice. There is no trade limit during the Docking 
phase.

if neither player is able or willing to perform the Take-off sequence and the Docking 
sequence, the players proceed to the administration phase.

-
Lune MarsAstéroide

-
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solo MoDe 

CoMIng soon

c. adMinistration Phase 
During the administration phase, players will collect the funds for the round, and perform 
one action with their Mission Director.

collection of quaterly earnings
each player collects the funds for the round 
indicated on their Director card. These funds 
are determined by the nationality of the Mission 
Director. They are added to the player’s hand and 
visible to everyone.

fundraising froM investors
Players	who	have	fulfilled	an	Investor’s	objective	collect	funds	corresponding	to	the	
completed	goal.	Funds	for	an	objective	can	only	be	collected	once	during	the	game.

Mission director action
in descending order of authority, players will choose one action, from the following 
actions:

•	recruit an engineer for      40 000: the engineer card is drawn from the 
engineer pile face down.
• sell technology cards: the player sells one or more unbuilt Technology 
cards from his reserve to the Public Market for the price indicated on 
the Director’s card. each card sold brings in the funds indicated on the 
Director card which are added to the player’s hand.
• Activate the Director’s Specialty: the player can only activate the 
Director’s special skill once in the game. each Director has a different 
specialty indicated on his card.
• Activate the intervention of your Nation (only from Mission 4): the player 
can activate the intervention of his nation once per round. each nation 
has a different intervention indicated on the Mission Director’s card.

example: Suzanne has Mission Director harper tompkins (Authority of 

6) and Pedro has Yelena tereshkova (Authority of 4). Suzanne starts 

playing because she has the Mission Director with the highest authority, 

she chooses to sell 2 Technology cards from her reserve to the Public 

market and receives   40,000 from the Bank. Pedro decides to use his 

Mission Director’s Specialty which allows him to acquire a Technology 

of the River which he adds to his reserve. Pedro will no longer be able 

to use his Director’s Specialty during the game.

enD of the gaMe

The player (s) who succeed in the main Mission during the same round are declared the 
winners.
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teChnologIes featUres

first stage

       nuclear Pulse Propulsion: only compatible with other «nuclear pulse 
propulsion» First stage.

       laser propulsion: only compatible with other «Laser propulsion» First stage.

       SSTO vehicle: it is not possible to build other First stage or upper stage 
Technologies with an ssTo vehicle.

uPPer stage

       ion thruster: only compatible with other «ion Thruster» upper stage.

       nuclear rocket: only compatible with other «nuclear rocket» upper stage.

Payload
 
       Manned flight: add a module compatible for the number of astronauts 
indicated on the icon. it is possible to accumulate several Technologies with the 
characteristic «Manned Flight».

r&d

       Manned flight: add a module compatible for the number of astronauts 
indicated on the icon. it is possible to accumulate several Technologies with the 
characteristic «Manned Flight».

       aerospike engine: only compatible with «Liquid rocket engine» First stage.

       Heavy Version: double the thrust of First Floor Technologies. only one «Heavy 
version» can be built per rocket.

       reusable launch system: First stage Technologies are not destroyed 
after a launch.

MIssIons

LEvEL: EASy DURATION : 10 MIN.

training: Make 1 successful launch into leo  

LEvEL: EASy DURATION : 20 MIN.  
Make 2 successful launches  
  
LEvEL: EASy DURATION : 30 MIN. 
Make 1 launch into geo with a reusable rocket, 
with 2 astronauts    

LEvEL: INTERMEDIATE  DURATION : 20 MIN. 
Make 2 successful launches with 2 different first stage 
technologies   

LEvEL: INTERMEDIATE  DURATION : 40 MIN. 
Complete 2 Investors’ objectives of level 2   

LEvEL: INTERMEDIATE  DURATION : 55 MIN.   
Make 1 successful human space launch with a thrust of 29 or 
more  

LEvEL: ExPERT DURATION : 55 MIN.   
Drop 2 satellites on the asteroid  
note:	it	is	possible	to	achieve	this	mission	with	just	one	flight!	
 
LEvEL: ExPERT DURATION : 60 MIN. 
Make 2 successful human space launch to the Moon 
with 4 astronauts  
  
LEvEL: ExPERT DURATION : 90 MIN.  
Make 1 successful human space launch to Mars 
with 3 astronauts    

n° DesCrIptIon

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Mission 4 to 9
From Mission 4, players can use the nation intervention during the administration phase. 
each of the 3 nations of the game may intervene in favor of the companies of the Mission 
Directors.

Mission 7 to 9
For destinations to the Moon, asteroid or Mars, players must complete the Docking 
sequence to successfully complete the mission. This is present on the Mission Director 
cards, and is completed by collecting Docking tokens throughout the game and by 
activating the sequence during the Launch phase following takeoff.
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spaCeCraft MIssIon DIreCtors

harper tompkins 
spaCe8

retain all of your First stage Technologies after a successful launch, 1 time 
during the game
•	This	skill	should	be	used	during	the	Administration	phase	following	a	
successful launch.

liam van horn
blaze InflUenCe

Buy randomly 1 engineer from the competitor of your choice for      60,000, 
1 time during the game
•	The	competitor	presents	his	Engineers	hand	face	down.

Andrew Wingfield 
raw UnIverse

sell a Technology from your reserve to the public market for     80,000, 
 1 time during the game

Mikhail korolev  
reD stars

 Draw immediately 2 r&D cards and keep them in your reserve, 1 time 
during the game

Yelena tereshkova
Meteor groUp

acquire immediately a Technology from the river of your choice, 1 time 
during the game

ekaterina vostochny  
sloY energIYa

Build immediately a nuclear Technology from your reserve for free, 1 time 
during the game
•	Ekaterina	can	build	a	First	Stage	or	an	Upper	Stage	Nuclear	Technology.

UnIteD state of aMerICa

rUssIan feDeratIon

Yang Jinmei 
opal sYsteM

acquire a Technology from the competitor’s reserve of your choice, 1 time 
during the game
•	The	player	chooses	which	Technology	he	wishes	to	seize	from	a	
competitor’s reserve.

zhang kang 
Dragon flIght

Prevent another competitor from building during the next round, 1 time 
during the game
•	This	Specialty	should	be	used	during	the	Administration	phase	
preceding the target player’s Planning phase.

shuguang Jun
ChIh sUng-tzU 3

Prevent any launch during the next round, 1 time during the game
•	This	skill	should	be	used	during	the	Administration	phase	preceding	the	
future launches.
•	Shuguang	Jun	will	not	be	able	to	launch	a	rocket	as	well.

people’s repUblIC of ChIna

engIneers’ speCIaltIes 

Carlotta pelterie 
remove 1 competitor’s engineer from Design for this round
•	The	player	can	immediately	remove	a	competitor’s	Engineer	from	the	
Design action. The engineer returns to the hand of his Mission Director.

Jozsef oberth 
reduce by     20,000 the total cost of Technology construction for this 
round
•	This	specialty	applies	to	all	players	who	will	build	during	this	round.

Chandresh gokhale  
replace immediately one line of Technology in the river
•	The	player	discards	cards	from	a	Technology	river	(First	Stage,	Upper	
stage or Payload) and places new cards on the river.
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katalina tsiolkovsky 
reduce by 2 the chance of a successful launch for this round
•	This	specialty	applies	to	all	players	who	will	launch	their	rockets	during	
this round.
•	During	the	Launch	phase,	the	player	subtracts	2	from	the	number	he	
obtains from the launch probability table. His dice roll must then be equal  
or greater to the new number obtained.

sebastIan von braUn 
Draw immediately 1 r&D card 
•	The	player	places	the	R&D	card	drawn	in	his	reserve.

patricia Jackson  
increase by     40,000 investor’s gain, for this round
•	This	specialty	applies	to	all	players	who	will	complete	an	Investor’s	
objective	during	this	round.

Mark faget  
reduce rocket mass by 1 for this round
•	This	specialty	applies	to	all	players	who	will	launch	their	rockets	during	
this round.
•	The	player	subtracts	1	from	the	total	mass	of	his	rocket	before	
calculating its performance.

DIane DYson 
increase by 1 the thrust of nuclear First stage for this round
•	This	specialty	applies	to	all	players	who	will	launch	their	rockets	during	
this round.
•	The	player	adds	1	to	the	total	thrust	of	his	rocket	by	“Nuclear	Pulse	
Propulsion” built before calculating its performance.

kathY Johnson
increases by 1 the chance of a successful launch for this round
•	This	specialty	applies	to	all	players	who	will	launch	their	rockets	during	
this round.
•	During	the	Launch	phase,	the	player	adds	1	to	the	number	he	obtains	
from the launch probability table. His dice roll must then be equal or 
greater to the new number obtained.

MaxIM CheloMeI  
increase by     20,000 the sale price of a Technology to the public market, 
for this round
•	This	specialty	applies	to	all	players	who	will	sell	Technology	in	the	public	
market during this round.

pahal Chawla  
replace immediately an investor card
•	The	player	discards	one	of	the	2	Investor	cards	from	the	side	of	the	
playing area, putting the card back under the investor pile. a new investor 
card is revealed.

kosUke oMI
remove 1 competitor’s engineer from r&D for this round
•	The	player	can	immediately	remove	a	competitor’s	Engineer	from	the	
r&D action. The engineer returns to the hand of his Mission Director.
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